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`The Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‟s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques „
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on passing
your test
Associate

Observer

Kevin Towning F1RST
Alan Butterwick
Darren Waterfall M/C

Keith Seaton
Ann Barry
Martin Harper

Local Observer Car

Carl Haynes

Welcome to the group
New Associates
Tom Elliot M/C
Tim Hollis
Philip Pegg

Robert Haworth M/C
Helen Pegg
John Spering

Successes

Alan Butterwick receiving
his certificate from Bill, with
his observer Ann Barry

Well Deserved Local Honour for
Bill Storey
Congratulations to Bill Storey who was recently elected
Mayor of Bakewell Town Council. It is an honour to have a
Town Mayor as our group secretary. It is thoroughly
deserved and a testament to Bill‟s dedication and many
hours of voluntary work not only for our group and IAM
RoadSmart, as group secretary and chief observer for well
over 30 years but also for the local community as this
election recognises.

Chairman’s Ramblings
Welcome to the Summer edition of the newsletter. Due
to my going on holiday I am doing the ramblings a little
earlier than usual and a while before the newsletter
goes to print so I apologise if I have missed anything
topical.
It is a pleasure to congratulate Bill Storey who was
recently elected as the Mayor of Bakewell and I am sure
he will serve Bakewell well during his year of office.
They say things come in threes but for the group it is a
case of twos as Helen Legood, one of our members, has been elected Mayor of
Matlock so congratulations to Helen. Helen is keen to promote the group and to this
end I went along to a recent meeting of the Matlock Town Council, together with Mike
Micallef, to give a brief presentation of our aims and objectives and how we operate.
At the time of writing we have had three test passes and I congratulate them all for
their achievement and also thank their observers. Kevin Towning was awarded a
F1RST which is excellent, Alan Butterwick passed despite all his ailments and having
to drive with hand controls, he drove to an advanced standard to the satisfaction of
the examiner so another great result and Darren Waterfall passed his bike test and
this was his observer, Martin Harper‟s, first associate.
I also congratulate Carl Haynes on qualifying as a local car observer and welcome
him to our dedicated team.
I send a warm welcome to our new associates and I am sure that like all associates
they will find preparing for the advanced test under the guidance of their observer a
very rewarding and beneficial experience. I was pleased to see that two of the new
associates, Philip and Helen Pegg have joined after taking our extended drive check.
The new bike associates are down to Tommy and the team who gave up their time to
represent us at a recent event at Crich Tramway Museum. I thank all those who took
part on what was a very hot day.

I wish Tony Eyre and his wife Dawn a long, happy and healthy retirement together.
Tony and Dawn have moved far away up North so unfortunately we have lost Tony‟s
valuable input. I thank Tony for all that he has done over the years as both a bike and
car observer, local bike assessor and a committee member..
As always I wish you safe driving and be aware at this time of year that a lot of
drivers are undertaking longer journeys than usual, as they go on their summer
holiday. Many will be driving for too long a period of time and also whilst tired
possibly following a day at work. The car may well be overloaded and possibly have
bored and fractious children on board. Remember not many of them are advanced
drivers who have planned their journey, planned stops and have something to keep
the children entertained during the journey.
So drive safely and enjoy your summer holiday
Kevin J Knight

Group Chairman

Summer/ Autumn Programme
Evening Guidance.
There will be two more Evening Guidance opportunities this year, on the first
Mondays of August and September at Highfield‟s School car park, Lumsdale Site
starting at 7.0pm
These sessions provide extra opportunities for associates who can‟t make
Sundays and also for members who may wish to brush up their skills.
IAM Surety insurance brokers have been doing some research which shows that
after five years from qualifying, members‟ claims start to rise. So do take the
opportunity to brush up your skills so that your claim doesn‟t arise 

Treasure Hunt
Peter Sehatlic writes “At the recent round of Spring forums, we asked for expressions of interest
from Groups as to what kind of event you would like. Given there were no suggestions, then it
was left to me to choose, so instead of the usual forum, conference, skills type days we have
used in the past, I was thinking of a Treasure Trek. Teams will be of three, either in one car, or
three motorcyclists
Simply put, I will identify 8 map coordinates, within each coordinate will be some kind of
reference, a cryptic clue will help you to find the answer, and then each answer is marked for
accuracy. The Team with the most points wins, the team with the lowest score gets the booby
prize.
Of the 8 locations, each team chooses six, and works out their own route around them, to do
this they will need to purchase a couple of Landranger maps, I will get the appropriate numbers
for these.The day will start and end at The Pastures Hotel, Mexborough S64 0JJ and will take
place on SUNDAY 30th SEPTEMBER 2018 commencing at 9 am.

Could you please circulate around your Group members to see if there is any interest, if so,
team name, members, and a contact e-mail to me please Peter Serhatlic or let Bill know you
want to be part of a team.”

Bomb Disposal
The first indoor meeting of the Autumn will be held at the Whitworth Centre on 2nd
October at 7.30pm.
Keith Pearce will share his expertise in this area with us.
He says “'I intend to cover the various responsibilities of each of the Armed Forces
and the unique roles each one covers and the perverse circumstances that often
result and when those roles were established. The talk will include a short resume
of the legacy of our (the UK's) preparedness to use chemical weapons during the
Second World War.
I shall differentiate between Conventional Munitions Disposal (CMD), Improvised
Explosive Device Disposal (IEDD) and touch on Nuclear Weapons Disposal
(NMD) and the training and licensing required for each and the span of what might
be expected at each.'

Training Evening
th

6 November at 7.30pm at the Whitworth
Centre.
This will be a presentation on bends and how to
negotiate them, delivered by Bill. Just the brush
up we need as we get into Autumn fogs and ice.

George Smith Challenge
This year‟s George Smith Challenge will be indoors, to avoid the chance of being rained
off again.
It will replace the annual photo competition on Tuesday 4th December, at the Whitworth
Institute in Darley Dale.
You will be able to drive there, and back completely sober, but may experience a feeling
of tipsiness during the Challenge.
It is fun with a road safety message.
There will of course be an Unbelievable Prize for the winner.
Why do I have to press one for English when you’re just going to transfer me to
someone I can't understand anyway?
At my age “Getting lucky" means walking into a room and remembering what I came
in there for.
Actually I'm not complaining because I am a Senager. (Senior teenager) I have
everything that I wanted as a teenager, only 60 years later. I don’t have to go to
school or work. I get an allowance every month. I have my own pad. I don’t have a
curfew. I have a driver’s license and my own car The people I hang around with are
not scared of getting pregnant. And I don’t have acne.

Bakewell & Eyam Community Transport
Needs Volunteer Drivers and Passenger Assistants.
BECT are recruiting relief drivers and passenger assistants
based at their Great Longstone office. They also want more
volunteers to help out with small driving jobs, even if it's just
ferrying vehicles to and from the workshops at Darley Dale.
Several IAM members either are or have been volunteers with
this group. We can vouch for the fact that this is a friendly and
supportive group for whom to drive, you will likely get to see more
plays and shows that you have in half a lifetime and passengers
are friendly and grateful for the service.
Full training is given and Bill Storey is now one of the driver trainers for the group so you
will be seeing a friendly face. There are various sizes of bus, so if you don‟t fancy a large
vehicle you can choose to drive only the smaller ones.
What better way to serve the community that by doing something that you know you are
good at?
Community Transport provides transport for both individuals and groups who
have difficulties accessing public transport, either because of impaired mobility or
lack of services in rural areas and for groups involved in community activities.
There are a variety
of different sized
wheelchair
vehicles from 9 to
16 seats.
Transport can be
provided for health
related
appointments as
well as outings for
community groups
e.g. Church
Groups, Scouting
and Guiding
Groups, WI etc
We provide a range of high quality, safe and comfortable vehicles which are used to
enable local people who are disadvantaged either due to lack of mobility or rural
isolation, to access local services such as the post office, banks, shops etc.
Bakewell & Eyam Community Transport Unit 4 Great Longstone Business Park
Great Longstone Nr Bakewell
Derbyshire DE45 1TD
Tel; 01629 641920

Registered Charity No: 1049389

Give a ‘Thumbs Up!’ this August to celebrate and encourage courtesy
between drivers, riders and other road users.
The 'Thumbs Up For Great Driving And Riding!' campaign is a month of fundraising
activities, designed to help IAM RoadSmart members and the wider driving and
motorcycling community acknowledge, celebrate and increase courtesy between drivers
and riders on UK roads.
Via our network of 202 local groups around the country, we are encouraging drivers and
riders to acknowledge and demonstrate their appreciation when another driver or rider
lets them into traffic, allows them priority or gives them a helping hand - with a simple
thumbs up, or one of our special thumbs up stickers.
Money raised from the campaign will go towards a special IAM RoadSmart vehicle
equipped with road safety merchandise and equipment, which IAM RoadSmart groups
around the country can use free of charge for promotional events or displays through the
year as they help spread the road safety message to young people and local community
groups.
We hope the campaign will give those who get involved the opportunity to:


Reward and encourage courtesy between all road users



Show appreciation for others' actions - 'Thanks for seeing me', 'Cheers,
mate', Much appreciated', for example



Promote positivity on the roads and create a fun, enjoyable feel when
travelling



Support IAM RoadSmart's mission to help make better drivers and riders

Throughout August we will be tweeting and posting about the campaign on Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram. Support us by clicking on the social media links and sharing
your own positive driving and riding experiences using the hashtag
#ThumbsUpForGreatDriving or #ThumbsUpForGreatRiding,
or #ThumbsUpForGreatDrivingAndRiding. Please also tag @IAMRoadSmart in any
tweets or posts and we‟ll make sure we retweet or share your stories.
Members will have received individual email notices from IAM, so this is just a reminder
to get your thumb active to encourage courtesy and acknowledge friendliness during
August and beyond.

Bikers warned about leg circulation problems
As many as half the UK‟s estimated 1.2 million
motorcycle riders could be risking leg problems
because of blood flow restrictions caused by the
riding position. IAM first highlighted this issue at the
2007 conference, but in view of the heat this year,
which will be exacerbating these problems, as well
as the fact that we have lots of recently joined riders,
I think it appropriate to repeat this information.
The speaker at the conference explained that
motorcycle riders on all makes are prone to “venous”
or vein diseases. This is due to a riding position that puts pressure on the major arteries,
restricting blood flow to the legs.
Ellie Lindsay of the charity Leg Club said varicose veins and leg ulcers can follow, as
bloodflow in the legs becomes ineffective due to injury or inactivity. “Bikers risk having
blood from their legs redirected to the superficial veins, the ones near the surface of the
skin, causing extra pressure that can lead to problems in later life,” said Ms Lindsay.
Family history of venous problems, or pregnancy, can add to this. The calf “pump
muscle” is key to blood flowing back to the heart unimpaired. But the classic riding
position means that calves risk going un-flexed for long periods.
The first signs of venous insufficiency are tired heavy legs with ankles that are
swollen and itchy also changes in the texture or colour of the skin above the
ankles.
Compression therapy to aid the blood returning
to the heart is a key part of dealing with the
problem. Compression hosiery and stockings
work by applying a continuous, graduated
pressure to the muscles and veins in your legs.
By doing this, the hosiery is able to assist your
body‟s own natural mechanism for returning the
blood back to the heart. Wearing a leg support
underneath the leathers can avoid long term
circulation problems. Flexing the foot and ankle,
both whilst standing and sitting and rotating the
ankle will also help the circulation.
IAM Chief Examiner Peter Rodger responded to
the presentation by advising the solution is to consider taking a break from riding every
two hours or so, in order to flex not just the calves but the ankles too.
“It‟s good to take a break for all sorts of reasons. As a regular rider, I know that
concentration starts to dip after about two hours. Just because we stay mentally alert
when we are riding, that doesn‟t mean the whole body is being considered. So a short
walk around to „stretch the legs‟ is not only refreshing, it is essential for circulation
purposes.”
More info at www.legclub.org.

Driving whilst dehydrated can have the effect of
being over the drink drive limit
With a heatwave the UK this month, motorists are being warned of the dangers of being
dehydrated at the wheel.
But while scorching temperatures are great news for
sun worshippers, such temperatures can have
repercussions for drivers if they don't drink enough
water, claims a UK university study, which showed a
similar decline in reactions to being over the drink
drive limit.
A warning has been sounded as the heatwave
arrives, highlighting that research by
Loughborough University, in 2015, found mild
dehydration can lead to driver errors that are
equivalent to those seen when motorists are over
the drink driving limit.
Using a panel of male drivers in a simulator, the
study found that the number of dangerous driving incidents more than doubled when individuals
were dehydrated.
It said this increase in error was similar to what would have been seen if someone was driving
under the influence of drugs or alcohol, with dangerous lane drifting and late braking increasing
among water-starved motorists.
Ron Maughan, professor of Sport and Exercise Nutrition at the university and chair of the
European Hydration Institute Science Advisory Board, said: 'We all deplore drink driving, but we
don't usually think about the effects of other things that affect our driving skills, and one of those
is not drinking and dehydration.
'There is no question that driving while under the influence of drink or drugs increases the risk of
accidents, but our findings highlight an unrecognised danger and suggest that drivers should be
encouraged to make sure they are properly hydrated.
'To put our results into perspective, the levels of driver errors we found are of a similar
magnitude to those found in people with a blood alcohol content of 0.08 per cent, the current UK
legal driving limit.
'In other words drivers who are not properly hydrated make the same number of errors as
people who are over the drink drive limit.'
With this years heatwave, motorists are being urged to recognise the symptoms of dehydration
so they don't put themselves and others in unnecessary danger on the roads.
When vehicle leasing company Leasing Options surveyed 1,000 UK motorists it discovered that
two-thirds (67 per cent) failed to recognise major signs of dehydration.
This includes slower reaction times, loss of focus and muscle cramps.
And while health authorities suggest people should drink around two litres of water a day to
remain hydrated, the survey found that 37 per cent of drivers only drink one litre, with 18 per
cent of the panel consuming even less than that.

Iain Temperton, director of communications at Road Safety GB, said: 'Before you start a
journey you should make sure your vehicle is prepared but, just as importantly, you
should ensure that you are ready and fit to drive.
'Driving on our ever more congested network is a task
that requires full concentration.
'Making sure you are fully hydrated is a vital part of that
process; the safety of vulnerable road users around you
depends upon it.'
According to the poll results, men (62 per cent) are
marginally more aware of the dangers of driving while
dehydrated than women (55 per cent).
Mike Thompson, sales and marketing director at Leasing Options, added: 'The hot
weather can sometimes take us by surprise in Britain.
'Drivers may not think drinking an extra glass of water before leaving the house can
affect their driving abilities, but it could decrease chances of an accident.'
“To put our results into perspective, the levels of driver errors we found are of a similar
magnitude to those found in people with a blood alcohol content of 0.08%, the current
UK legal driving limit. In other words drivers who are not properly hydrated make the
same number of errors as people who are over the drink drive limit.”
Jane Holdsworth, Director of the European Hydration Institute (EHI), said “Anecdotal
evidence suggests that many drivers avoid drinking on long journeys to minimise
bathroom stops, yet we know that even mild dehydration can cause symptoms such as
headache, tiredness and lethargy. Driver error is by far the largest cause of road traffic
accidents and the EHI wanted to test whether mild dehydration had an impact on the
incidence of common driver errors.”

Effects of road conditions.
I recently had a couple of days in North Wales on the motorcycle. Staying in Wrexham
with a group from a motorcycle group I am a member of, we had a day touring round
Snowdonia. One of the group lives in the area, and had prepared a route for us taking in
some fantastic roads, views and eating places.
It took me a while to realise that the road surfaces
were so much better than around our area of
Derbyshire, and that I could actually look much
further ahead, without worrying about pot holes.
How much easier it was to read bends, and get
the correct line, and be able to maintain it, without
having to adjust to avoid holes. It was text book
cornering, and such a refreshing change. Eyes on
full beam rather than just a few yards ahead
searching for the usual holes and loose surfaces.
The added bonus was that this was the day of the Royal Wedding, and the roads were
very quiet until early afternoon when it got noticeably busier. The weather was great, the
roads were dry. It was brilliant.
Bill Storey.

Sharing the road with horses.
The Peak Park is an area where you are particularly
likely to encounter horses being ridden as a leisure
activity and especially at this time of year
Horses are unpredictable and easily frightened by
things they perceive as a threat. This comes from their
natural instincts, they are prey animals and as such,
their reaction to any threat is flight. A twitch in the ditch
may take them back to the Sabre Tooth Tiger that
threatened their ancestors – waiting to pounce as they
pass.

Make sure that this….

The bird flying out from behind a hedgerow or the
plastic bag blowing in the wind may cause the horse to
unexpectedly spook into the road . . . and into your
oncoming car. There is little a rider can do about this,
natural behavioural instincts are strong.

The message therefore is, please be careful when
passing horses, give them a wide berth and go by SLOWLY and be prepared to stop if
necessary! Nobody wants to damage your vehicle and with a little consideration there is
room for everyone to live in harmony on the roads.
In some instances, the rider may be busy keeping control of their horse and not able to
acknowledge your consideration, but they will be very grateful to you.
Did you know that currently there is no requirement for an equestrian related road
accident to be recorded unless there is human injury that requires hospital treatment
direct from the scene of the accident? A horse can be killed, or a vehicle written off and
the accident may not be
recorded anywhere.
Motorists should understand the
needs and vulnerability of riders
and horses, and behave
courteously towards them at all
times. Horses are large,
powerful animals and a collision
with one poses considerable risk
to the motor vehicle and its
occupants, as well as to the horse and rider.

Doesn’t become this!

Drivers should be aware that riders are often children, and therefore, less experienced
as both road users and horse riders. Horses themselves may be inexperienced and
nervous of traffic.
First consideration, the horse is a flight animal and their instinctive reaction to something
they consider „threatening‟ is to spin around, gallop about 50 meters, turn back to face
the threat and sum up whether to approach it cautiously or gallop off again, not a good
situation if you are in the way!

The situation is always worse if the road is enclosed by
hedges, banks or walls where the horse feels trapped. For
this reason riders are advised never to place a horse between
two lines of traffic. Hence the routes taken when turning right
or exiting right at a roundabout see H/C Rule 55.
Motorists should be aware that when turning right, riders
will not move to the centre of the road, but stay on the
left until they reach the point where they intend to turn.
Drivers should also be aware that horse riders behave
differently from other traffic at roundabouts. Riders will
not normally signal on approach, but will stay on the left
within the roundabout until they reach their exit, and then
signal left. They may signal right when approaching and
passing exits they do not intend to take.
Riders are seated higher than drivers and often, therefore,
have a better view and may be able to see a hazard the driver
cannot see. Drivers should look out for signals from horse
riders and be ready to slow down or stop as indicated.
Drivers should watch out for horses on the road, especially
when approaching bends and on narrow rural roads. They should always slow down
when They see a horse and drive past slowly, giving them plenty of room and being
ready to stop if necessary. Drivers should never sound their horn or rev their engine near
horses.
Remember as you „read the road‟ that horses often leave visible evidence of their
passage and if that evidence is steaming you know there is likely to be a horse just
round the bend!
Roadwork is a necessary part of a horse‟s foundation programme in addition to providing
variety and interest and of course a means of getting to and from that bridleway. It is the
rider‟s responsibility to protect themselves and their horse on the road by making sure
they follow the Highway Code.
Info from RoSPA and British Horse Society.

· What if my dog only brings back my ball because he thinks I like throwing
it?
· If poison expires is it more poisonous or is it no longer poisonous?
· Which letter is silent in the word "Scent," the S or the C?
· Why is the letter W, in English, called double U? Shouldn't it be called
double V?

Negotiating Large Traffic Roundabouts
Roundabouts have been with us for over 100 years. The first introduced at the Arc de
Triomphe Paris in 1901 and was originally intended to help pedestrians cross the road. Here
in Britain Letchworth was the site of our first roundabout installed in 1909.
Given their long pedigree it looks as if they are here to stay. The Highway Code advises a
clear correct well timed signal on approach and exit along with the correct position is the
aim. When negotiating a traffic roundabout there are only two general rules, give way to
traffic approaching from the right and travel clockwise around the junction.
 If taking the first exit unless signs or marking indicate otherwise, signal left on approach
and position in the left lane. Keep to the left on the roundabout and continue signalling
left to leave
 Exiting to the right unless signs or marking indicate
otherwise signal right and approach in the right-hand
lane. Keep to the right on the roundabout until you need
to change lanes to exit. Signal left after you have
passed the exit before the one you want

Straight
ahead

Left

 Exiting at any intermediate point for example ahead
unless signs or marking indicate otherwise select the
appropriate lane on approach, generally a signal is not
required. Stay in this lane until you need to alter course
to exit the roundabout. Signal left after you have passed
the exit before the one you want

P
Right

(M1)

Straightforward enough so what‟s the problem? However not all roundabouts are as
undemanding as our example size, complexity, speed volume of traffic are just some of the
complications. The new traffic island at the redesigned Tesco junction on the A61
Chesterfield to Sheffield road is an example of a modern traffic roundabout.
I will use this junction as an illustration. There are several signs and road markings that the
motorist should be aware of, each providing you with a large amount of information, if you
know what you are looking for that is.
1. Heading north and several hundred yards before the
junction is a familiar triangular warning sign, advising of
a major junction controlled by a roundabout and asking
you to reduce speed.

Sheffield
A61

Tapton Lock

(M1 North)

2. A „map type‟ directional sign board follows shortly. The
Worksop (A619)
Brimington
standard nomenclature is used, namely, green
Staveley
Town
rectangular denoting a primary route, with white
centre
Stonegravels
lettering and yellow route number. A white field with
Industrial
P
black lettering signals local destinations, motorway
Estate
routes are signed on the blue field and local tourist
attractions on brown. At large roundabouts there may be a second board advising local
routes.
The board provides considerably more information than just simply route directions. The
observant motorist will have noticed that there are five exits plus of course the approach
lane. The approximate locations of each exit are indicated and the size of the roads
denoted by the line thickness. Routes leading to other main roads are contained in
parenthesis for example the route to Worksop the (A619), the motorway (M1) and the
diversion route. The location of a vehicle park is indicated and local services such as the
rail station may also be included.

3. Road markings change from lane markings (short white line and long gaps) to hazard
markings (long white line and short gaps). The speed limit also reduces to 40 mph.
Sheffield
4. A third information sign indicates that the road is to
Sheffield
(M1 North)
A61
A61
increase in width from two lanes to three. The
Worksop A 619
Town
Brimington
P centre
motorist is required to select an approach lane to the
Staveley
junction. Signed to the left, the first exit is to the
town centre parking and ahead on the primary route
to Sheffield the A61. The second lane is signed for
the A61 Sheffield only. Lane three is used for all other exits, however only the primary
route is actually signed.

5. As the road widens to accommodate the three lanes road markings mirror the
information contained on the signage. Standing traffic may obscure these road
markings. Whist this may be the case the motorist has by this time been give several
indications of what lies ahead.
6. When actually on the island the general rules are applied, turning left stay left. Exiting
ahead stay in the selected lane until you need to alter course, check left mirror and
signal left after you have passed the exit before the one you want. Only move left if
the inside lane is clear, otherwise stay in lane.
Exiting to the right; keep to the right on the
Sheffield A 61
roundabout until you need to change lanes at your
Chesterfield
exit. Check mirror and signal left after you have
passed the exit before the one you want. Lane
Trading Est.
markings will confirm the lanes you require. Finally
Sheepbridge
check the left hand mirror before actually exiting. If
you have missed your exit and are on the incorrect
lane don‟t make a sudden change of lane, instead
(M1 North)
continue around the island and take a second
Worksop A 619
attempt.
Briminton
Positioned at the exit points direction signs confirm the
destination selected and warn of upcoming exits. These
Staveley
again reflect the standard nomenclature. Signs for local
routes including tourist attractions and primary roads are often mounted on separate
boards. The two illustrated are at the second exit confirming the A61 Sheffield route exit
left and the primary route.
Whilst the rules are simple and the methodology in negating a roundabout remains
broadly similar the sheer variety presents problems for the unwary. As the advanced
driver is aware forward planning observation and practice is the key to a successful
outcome.
Roundabouts have evolved over the past 100 years; statistically they remain safer than
other junctions having 40% fewer collisions and 80% fewer injuries. The reasons, traffic
circulates in same direction, priorities are well established and the angle of any impact is
preferable to being T boned.
When dealing with any junction, be prepared for the unexpected actions of less skilful
and inexperienced drivers. If all motorists knew the rules and applied them correctly,
including lane discipline and correct well timed signals all roads would be safer still.
Remember we share the road with drivers we don‟t know and whose skill levels we can
only estimate.
Eric Elwell Training Officer

Sun gets in your eyes.
The sky‟s blue, sun is shining and the snow, fog
and rain are a distant memory. It‟s time to get the
top down, the shades on and celebrate the great
British summer with some open-air motoring. But
hold on a minute - those shades might make you
look cooler than an ice box, but are they OK for
driving? Are sunglasses a boon or burden for the
safe driver?
Tim Shallcross, IAM RoadSmart‟s head of
technical policy and advice, has put together a set
of tips for Sunglasses Day outlining key information that you should be aware of.

Did you know about the EU standards for sunglasses?
As a matter of fact, there is an EU standard for sunglasses, ensuring the frames are
reasonably strong and sweat resistant and the lenses are shatterproof, scratch resistant
and give good protection against harmful ultra-violet light.
Any which show the CE mark (and any sold in the EU should have it) should come up to
the standards, but they are also graded into five categories - 0 to 4 - to show how dark
the tint is, or more specifically, how much visible light they let through.
Category 0 specs allow 80% to 100% of visible light through and are fine for driving at
any time. Categories 1, 2 and 3 are progressively darker tints, shielding against brighter
levels of sunshine, and while they are all fine for daylight driving, none of them should be
worn if you‟re driving at night. The darkest is category 4, which lets just 3% to 8% of the
light through. These are very dark, like ski goggles. They are so dark that they should
not be used for driving at any time, and category 4 sunglasses must be labelled as
unsuitable for driving.

Where can I find this information?
Seems simple enough. Sunglasses on sale in
shops such as chemists or opticians do have
the label and are marked with the category normally on the arm. However, online
shoppers beware; a look through several
shopping websites revealed that very few
sellers display the tint category or any symbol,
so you have no way of telling whether the
glasses are suitable for driving until they arrive.
A few are advertised as category 4 and
suggested as being good for cyclists, although the official standard states they are “not
suitable for driving and road use”, and common sense would say that if they‟re too dark
for driving, they‟re too dark for cycling.

Photochromic glasses aren‟t marked but they should be fine for most cars
because they respond to ultraviolet light to darken. Car windows block UV light, so the
glasses will stay more or less clear. Watch out if you drive a convertible though, because
once the roof‟s down the glasses will darken, but at their darkest they still allow about
20% of light through, putting them around category 2 or 3. Just be aware that they will
stay dark for quite a while if you drive into a tunnel or underpass or a long stretch of
shadows.
So, while the sun stays shining, check the tint number before you drive and make sure
your shades keep you safe as well as cool.

Additional Thoughts.
Just because you have the right sunspecs, don‟t forget your
observation skills.
Where is the sun? – if you go round a bend or over a blind
brow, will it be shining straight at you?
Do you need the visor down as well as your specs? Or do you need to raise your specs
to get more light in a tree tunnel or bridge tunnel?
What is hiding in the shade of those lovely trees? Cyclists? Walkers? Animals? – stags
frequent parts of our roads, so expect them around Stanton Moor and Grindleford.
Have you allowed time for your iris to adjust for more or less light entering the eye? This
is one of those functions which take longer as you get older, so adjust your speed to give
your eyes time to adjust to dramatic variations from sun to shade and vice versa.
Law of the Theater & Hockey Arena –
At any event, the people whose seats are farthest from the aisle, always arrive last.
They are the ones who will leave their seats several times to go for food, beer, or the
toilet and who leave early before the end of the performance or the game is over. The
folks in the aisle seats come early, never move once, have long gangly legs or big
bellies and stay to the bitter end of the performance. The aisle people also are very
surly folk.

Driving away on Holiday.
City Driving.
Driving in a strange city presents a unique set of challenges. Traffic tends to be heavy and
slow-moving, you can find yourself in a maze of one-way streets, your view is often
restricted and pedestrians often appear to take a cavalier approach to road safety in this
environment.
“City driving can be frustrating and daunting if you‟re not used to it,” says Mark Lewis,
director of standards at the Institute of Advanced Motorists. “But there is plenty you can do
to ease the stresses of this particular type of driving journey.”
Plan your route
Despite good signposting it is easy to get lost in this environment, so have a good idea
where you‟re going and allow plenty of extra time for mistakes. If you miss your exit on a
roundabout go around again rather than cut in. If you find yourself trapped in a confusing
one-way system stop in a safe place and calmly work out what you need to do to get back
on track. Leaving half an hour earlier factors in simple mistakes and avoids stress if you
make them.
Mind the gap
Remember that you are in control of the space in front and around you, so keep a clear gap
wherever possible. In this packed environment, brakes get slammed on and doors of parked
cars opened into the street all the time. You don‟t have control over the space behind you,
so if someone is too close keep checking your mirrors: you‟ll need to brake extra early to
help them avoid going into the back of you. It‟s all very well talking about who would be to
blame, but if you are hit from behind you could face weeks of pain from whiplash and the
headache of dealing with insurance claims.
Volume of traffic
It‟s not just other vehicles you need to worry about in the city; you also have vulnerable
users on pedal cycles and mobility scooters. The last two are legally allowed to travel on the
pavement and the road. Give them room and be patient. When it comes to pedestrians,
remember how quiet modern cars can be and factor in that people might be distracted
listening to music, texting or making a phone call. Be aware they could step into your path
and be ready to react.
Narrow roads
The roads in older cities simply weren‟t built to accommodate heavy traffic. Know the width
of your car and how to pull in the wing mirrors. Look out for high kerbs, because you may be
forced to mount the pavement. And think about giving way even when it‟s your right of way,
if that will help keep the flow of traffic moving.
Peep and creep
Getting out at a busy junction, perhaps with vans parked either side restricting your view,
requires patience. Creep forward very slowly, peeping out as far as you can. That way
you‟re unlikely to have a collision and you‟re inviting those on the main road to slow down
and let you out
Defensive Driving.
According to a recent survey, produced in conjunction with Aviva and YouGov, 79 per cent
of people claim to be safe drivers and ascertain that they do their best to follow all rules of
the road. But no matter how confident you are in your driving skills, you‟re never far from
risk.
Even the most skilled drivers can become involved in a crash at any time due to external
road conditions or other drivers. While you can‟t control the way other motorists drive, you
can control how you react to them.
So what can safe, experienced drivers do to help account for the mistakes of others? Mark
Lewis, director of standards at the Institute of Advanced Motorists offers some defensive
driving tips that could help you – no matter how competent you consider yourself behind the
wheel.

Don’t be too trusting
The biggest problem The Peacemaker faces is that he trusts other drivers to be as careful
on the roads as he is. This leads to one of the most common mistakes motorists tend to
make: taking on trust that when someone flashes their headlamps at you, they are correctly
telling you that it‟s safe to proceed.
This is something none of us should do. In fact, the Highway Code very clearly states that
we mustn‟t – flashing your headlights is the same as sounding your horn. It means “I‟m
here”. It doesn‟t mean “Come on through”. Don‟t do it to others and don‟t trust others when
they do it to you – this is a signal that can be misconstrued with potentially disastrous
consequences.
Observe, anticipate and plan
Defensive driving is all about being observant, anticipating problems and planning ahead.
So, what can I see? What does that mean for me? And what will I do about it to stay safe?
For example, you might notice that the dustbins are out – this means you can anticipate that
there might be a lorry around the next corner so you should slow down on the bend just in
case.
Be wary of indicators
Just because the car in front of you is indicating left, doesn‟t mean it will actually turn.
Unless you can physically see the vehicle turning, that action hasn‟t been confirmed. Wait
and see what the driver does rather than presuming they even realise that their indicators
are on.
Create a safety bubble
Keep as much space around your car as possible when you‟re on the road so that you have
room to manoeuvre when other people make mistakes. Always remember that however
hard you are concentrating on the road, the person coming towards you might be messing
with their phone, fiddling with the car stereo or just generally distracted. You can never be
sure they‟re going to do the right or safest thing.
If in doubt, pull over
If the person behind you is driving erratically or too close for comfort then, when it‟s safe to
do so, pull over and let them pass. Driving is not a race. It‟s best to play it safe and avoid
putting yourself in a dangerous position.
"And don‟t get drawn into aggressive driving by others like tailgating – it only increases the
risk of an accident. Defensive driving is safe driving, which helps decrease the chance of
you being in accident."

A senior’s version of Facebook.
For those of my generation who do not and cannot understand why Facebook exists; I
am trying to make friends outside of Facebook while applying the same principles.
Therefore every day I walk down the street and tell passers-by what I have eaten, how I
feel at the moment, what I have done the night before, what I will do later and with
whom.
I give them pictures of my family, my dog, and of me gardening, taking things apart in
the garage, watering the lawn, standing in front of landmarks, driving around town,
having lunch and doing what anybody and everybody does every day.
I also listen to their conversations, give them “thumbs up” and tell them I “like” them and
it works just like Facebook.
I already have four people following me: two police officers, a private investigator and a
psychiatrist.

Slow down and it'll be green when you
arrive!
New technology for traffic lights to be tested in York.
Reaching a traffic light just as it turns green can
cheer up the most miserable of drivers.
Now, thanks to new technology to be tested in
Britain, sets of lights could help motorists to
avoid stopping altogether.
The new lights will be able to communicate with
each other and collect data from drivers‟ mobile
phones. This will allow them to advise motorists
what speed they should maintain to ensure they
arrive at the next set as they hit green.
California-based engineering firm AECOM,
which is also running projects in the US,
developed the scheme to cut congestion and reduce vehicle emissions.
New lights will be tested that can communicate
with each other and collect data from drivers‟
mobile phones to advise motorists what speed
they should maintain to ensure they arrive at the
next set as they hit green (file photo)
Working with the UK‟s National Infrastructure
Commission, it will run tests using a simulation
model of the A59 in York.
AECOM principal consultant Heather Hawkins
said: „We are eager to get started so we can
better understand the potential impact on our local
road network in York.
„We are fortunate to be living and working in a city which has chosen to be an early innovator,
deploying and testing these technologies on-street through existing research programmes. We
are grateful to be a part of it.‟

City Lights
The Spanish seem to be ahead of the Italians when it comes to traffic lights.
The erstwhile Italian Defence Minister Antonoi Martino famously noted that, in
Milan traffic lights are instructions, in Rome they are suggestions and in Naples
they are Christmas decorations!

Rodents in the Wiring
“I recently had expensive electrical problems with my car and the garage found that
something had been chewing the wiring. The mechanic said they often see that
nowadays, and it‟s because the wiring is poor
quality. Is this right, and how can I stop it
happening again?”
It‟s certainly a problem, and not just out in the
country - although rural garages do see more
rodent damage. The insulation on wires used to
be made from plastic products, derived from
petroleum and not appetising to animals.
However, car makers are under great pressure to
reduce the environmental impact of their vehicles,
including when they are ultimately disposed of. Everlasting plastic is a serious problem
for recycling, so the insulation on modern vehicles is biodegradable. This means it‟s
made from a mixture of natural ingredients such as soya, rice, peanuts and so on. Great
for recycling, but it turns out that it can be a tempting snack for any passing rodent,
especially if they are taking advantage of the warm, snug engine bay as an overnight
shelter. The damage can be extremely expensive to put right. Tracing all the broken
connections, and getting to the components affected to replace the damaged loom can
be very time consuming and racks up large labour charges.
There are various deterrents, but none that seem 100% guaranteed to work for every
cable chewing critter. An ultrasonic box, powered by the car‟s battery, will set you back
about £15 - £20 and can be fitted very easily. The high pitched noise is too high for us to
hear, but annoys rats and mice so they go elsewhere. Some have randomly flashing
LED lights as well which apparently annoys them even more. If your car is left for long
periods and a flat battery is a concern, there are some powered by their own AA
batteries. If your car‟s in a garage, leaving the bonnet up is a good idea since they like
somewhere warm and dark to snuggle and snack.
Lots of sprays are available for around £7 - £15 which make the car smell unappealing
with a cocktail of natural ingredients. Most products seem to have a heavy dose of
peppermint and are poison free, so harmless to people and pets. An alternative
recommended on many web sites is Irish Spring soap. It has a powerful deodorant-type
smell and many victims of vermin swear by taping little blocks of it around the engine
bay, but keep them well away from any heat sources.
Old fashioned mouse traps are an option, but they don‟t have a deterrent effect; they
simply catch some of the pests before they do any damage. It‟s hard to say what works
for certain, because you just have to wait and see if the symptoms of rodent attack stop.
One essential is to make sure you‟re not tempting them into the vicinity of your car. Bread or
seed thrown out for birds is a tasty starter for them. There‟s no evidence either way that cat
owners are less prone to attack, but cat or dog food left outside is absolute manna for rats.
Keep the parking area clean and they‟ll be more inclined to keep away.
So, watch out for tell-tale signs: droppings near the car, chewed engine covers or sound
insulation are early warnings that wire hungry rodents are on the loose. Act quickly to put
them off, or an ailing car and a big bill may be the result.

By Tim Shallcross, IAM RoadSmart’s head of technical policy and advice

DIARY DATES
Mon
Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun
Tues

6th
12th
19th
3rd
9th
16th
2nd

Aug
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct

Highfields Matlock 7.0pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10 0am
Highfields Matlock 7.0pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10 0am
Whitworth Centre 7.30

Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Bomb Disposal

Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun

14th
21st
6th
11th

Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov

Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10 0am
Whitworth Centre 7.30
Eyre Arms Calver

Sun

18th

Nov

Highfields Matlock 10 0am

Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Bends
No Meeting
Remembrance Day
Guidance
Guidance

Chesterfield Sorry no info available
Last date for copy for the Oct/Nov Newsletter is Sept 7th for articles, Sept 14th for
tests, new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4 Tennyson St. Mansfield
NG18 5PN 01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net

New addition for 2018 edition of Highway Code?
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Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
Highfields School Matlock. DE4 5NA Lower car park
Third Sunday in month 10.00am all year
Summer months First Mon in month 7.00pm
Indoor Winter Months October to April
The Whitworth Centre, Station Road Darley Dale DE4 2EQ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk
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Group Secretary Bill Storey 01629 812732
2 Wye Bank, Bakewell, Derbyshire. DE45 1BH
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Kevin Knight
David Graham, Mike Micallef
Emma Harper
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01623 644047 katefroggatt@talktalk.net

Data Protection Act.
Details which members have supplied to the Group are held on a database for
the club‟s own use. If you object to your details being held in this way, please
inform the Secretary, in writing.

The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of contributors and do not
necessarily constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, or the Matlock (Derwent and
Hope Valleys) Group of Advanced Motorists.
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